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rt! Nothing more, nothing less! Whether in painting, photography, sculpture, wine creation or body language,

Paris offers Art in its splendor. Do not miss this colourful program with high perspectives!

Champagne! The Most Glamourous and
Exclusive Visit of the Domaine Pommery

Exhibition
Warhol Unlimited at the Musée d’Art Moderne
Until February 7th, the MAM welcomes the icon of
American pop art: Andy Wharol. More than 200 works
are presented such as the little known series Shadows.
These works held at the DIA Foundation in New York,
are shown for the first time in Europe. As monumental
as iconic, Warhol’s pieces of art promises to attract
crowds!

A new day rises above Paris while your private flight takes
off to the Champagne region and its vineyards. One of the
most famous, Le Domaine Pommery, is waiting to show
you its most hidden rooms usually not open to general
public. Begin the day with a VIP meet and greet and a
breakfast. Then the visit continues with the Clos
Pompadour and the Cuverie. Enjoy the tasting of 3
Millésimes of the cuvee Louise Pommery and a lunch in a
private salon. The rest is….A surprise! We only have one
goal: Make it an unforgettable moment.

Urban Jungle at the Bar 8
Join us throughout November for special Urban Jungle cocktails and tapas at Bar 8, at Mandarin Oriental,
Paris. We’ll also have music from a live DJ evry Thursday, Friday and Saturday during the month, from 18:30
to 22:30. The garden will be covered and heated during the month.

Art en Capital at the Grand Palais
From November 25th to 30th, visit the Grand Palais for the
tenth edition of Art en Capital. More than 2500
contemporary, national and international artists will exhibit
their works. This unmissable event for Art lovers remains an
exceptional salon of the various currents of contemporary
artistic production. You will be amazed!

My Paris for the Kids
”Rire” at Cirque d’Hiver Bouglione
Discover the latest creation of
Bouglione brothers at Cirque d’Hiver
In the 11th district. Acrobats, clowns,
Salto Dancers, tigers, horses, parrots
and many other wonders await you for a
magical evening in a mythical place.
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